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For reliable lifetime predictions of lithium-ion batteries, models for cell degradation are required. A comprehensive semi-empirical
model based on a reduced set of internal cell parameters and physically justified degradation functions for the capacity loss is developed and presented for a commercial lithium iron phosphate/graphite cell. One calendar and several cycle aging effects are modeled
separately. Emphasis is placed on the varying degradation at different temperatures. Degradation mechanisms for cycle aging at high
and low temperatures as well as the increased cycling degradation at high state of charge are calculated separately. For parameterization, a lifetime test study is conducted including storage and cycle tests. Additionally, the model is validated through a dynamic
current profile based on real-world application in a stationary energy storage system revealing the accuracy. Tests for validation are
continued for up to 114 days after the longest parametrization tests. The model error for the cell capacity loss in the application-based
tests is at the end of testing below 1% of the original cell capacity and the maximum relative model error is below 21%.
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Today, stationary energy storage systems utilizing lithium-ion batteries account for the majority of new storage capacity installed.1
In order to meet technical and economic requirements, the specified
system lifetime has to be ensured.
For reliable lifetime predictions, cell degradation models are necessary. Physicochemical models that include aging mechanisms are
based on a detailed set of parameters which are often not readily available, computationally costly and require experimental parameterization of degradation rates.2–4 Instead, purely empirical models can be
parameterized without knowledge of internal cell setup through extensive testing. Several purely empirical studies capture calendar aging5,6
or cycle aging7,8 without evaluating interdependencies. Through superposition, some empirical model approaches combine calendar and
cycle aging9–12 but tend to neglect the temperature dependence of the
cycle aging mechanisms and are prone to extrapolation errors due to
the utilized mathematical functions.
Due to the limited knowledge about degradation mechanisms, empirically based models conventionally lump multiple degradation effects into single functions. This leads to the aforementioned prediction
errors when deviating from the parameterization test conditions. E.g.
for cycle aging, Waldmann et al. reported a transition of dominating aging mechanisms at 25◦ C.13 The aging for temperatures above
25◦ C was attributed to the solid-electrolyte interface (SEI) growth
and cathode degradation, while below 25◦ C the aging was attributed
to lithium plating. In fact, for an improved understanding of cell internal degradation, model development should aim for a separation of
the degradation mechanisms wherever possible. The respective mechanisms can then be modeled through functions that are suitable for
the degradation driving factors.
In this work, a comprehensive semi-empirical capacity loss model
for lithium-ion cells is introduced. A novelty of the approach is that
a reduced set of internal cell data, i.e. electrode half-cell potential
curves, is integrated into the model development. Further, various
capacity loss mechanisms for calendar and cycle aging are captured
separately in an empirical, yet physically supported approach.
For parameterization through experimental data, a lifetime test
study is conducted. Cell type and experimental parameters are in accordance with an application in stationary systems. Stationary systems
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require a long lifetime in terms of cycles (e.g. thousands of cycles)
and years of operation (e.g. 10–20 years) for economic viability.14–16
Lithium iron phosphate (LiFePO4 ) cell have shown capacity retention for more than 5,000 full cycles before usable capacities fall
below 80%, a benchmark number rendering them suitable for stationary applications.17
Consequently, the study and parameterization are based on a commercial LiFePO4 cell. The lifetime study is separated into parameterization and validation tests. Validation tests, derived from the application in a residential photovoltaic-battery system, are conducted
subsequent to and distinguished from model parameterization and
thus show the model performance in application-oriented conditions.
This paper is organized as follows. First, an overview of the experimental setup is given. The experimental results are then presented
followed by the respective aging model. The calendar aging is discussed first, followed by the cycle aging. After summarizing the proposed model, the results are presented alongside with experimental
data of parameterization test points and compared to points for model
validation.
Experimental
For parameterization and evaluation of the proposed model, a lifetime test study is conducted. The experimental tests and procedures
are briefly described.
The parameterization is based on a commercial 26650-format
lithium iron phosphate cell (Sony US26650FTC1) designed for stationary applications.18 Datasheet parameters with notes for the respected voltage and current limits for this study are given in Table I.
The lifetime study is separated into parameterization and validation cycle tests. Validation tests are however excluded from model
parameterization, to show the model performance in a dynamic realworld application scenario. Table II gives an overview of the experimental tests at various conditions. Storage tests capture parameterization and validation of calendar aging. The cycle tests conditions at
various temperatures and different parameters for the current evaluate
the cycle aging. The superscript numbers indicate the number of cells
per test point, for statistical evaluation. The majority of test points
only features a single cell, as a low variation (< 1% of original cell
capacity for the capacity loss) for different cells at identical test points
was observed in previous studies and is again confirmed in the results
of this study. Therefore, the variable current profile tests featuring
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Table I. Cell Sony US26650FTC1 datasheet parameters.18
Parameter

Value

Notes

Nominal Voltage
Nominal Capacity

3.2 V
3000 mAh

Charge Voltage
Discharge Voltage
Continuous Max.
Charge Current

3.60 V ± 0.05 V
2.00 V
2.85 A

Continuous Max.
Discharge Current
Temperature
Range Charge
Temperature
Range Discharge

20 A
0 to +45◦ C

Rated Capacity is 2850 mAh.
Capacity 3000 mAh is
denoted as nominal in this
study, as all tested cells have
this capacity at begin-of-life.
3.60 V is used in this study.
Continuous max. charge
current of 1C – 3.00 A is used
in the study, based on the
begin-of-life capacity of
3000 mAh.

Max. surface temperature is
+60◦ C.
Max. surface temperature
+80◦ C

−20 to +60◦ C

Figure 1. Current profile for validation tests representing a PV-residential
application usage of the cell. Current direction for charging is positive. Profile
data is based on19 and repetitively applied to the batteries tested with test
condition Val.
Table III. Parameters of validation PV-residential current profile
Val. Data from Ref. 19.

three cells for a single temperature were reduced after approximately
180 days of testing to two cells for the respective temperature. Test
durations vary in the study – the longest test duration for parametrization is 234 days. Tests for validation are continued for up to 114 days
beyond the longest parametrization tests to a total duration of 348
days.
Temperatures in the tests are 0◦ C, 10◦ C, 15◦ C, 25◦ C, 35◦ C, 45◦ C
and 55◦ C, to probe for varying degradation mechanisms. The storage
tests are conducted at varying State of Charge (SOC) in steps of 12.5%
from 0% to 100%. The SOC is set through charging the cell with an
amount of charge calculated with respective SOC and the current cell
capacity, starting from a SOC of 0%. Storage tests are performed at
all temperatures except 0◦ C, where the calendar aging is expected to
be negligible.
Cycle aging parameterization is based on constant current (CC)
full cycle tests at C-rates of 0.25C, 0.5C, and 1C, with and without
Constant Voltage (CV)-phases at the end of charging. The chosen
current rates cover the current range of the validation current profile,
which is discussed below.
The cut-off current rate for the CC-CV tests is C/10. Constant
Current C-rates are identical for both charge and discharge. Both CC
and CC-CV tests operate over the full manufacturer-specified voltage
range of 2.0 V to 3.6 V.
For the model validation in application-oriented settings, a dynamic profile for application in a residential photovoltaic-battery system in Germany is tested. Test points are indicated in column Val
of Table II. The profile data was provided by the Fraunhofer Institute for Solar Energy Systems from Project ESPEN - Potentials of

Parameter

Value

Parameter

Value

Profile Duration
Charge Throughput
per Cycle relative to
Nominal Cell
Capacity (Charge)
Time-averaged
C-Rate (Charge)
Max. C-Rate (Charge)
Start SOC of Profile
Min. SOC

15.5 h
1.56

Time Resolution
Charge Throughput per
Cycle relative to Nominal
Cell Capacity (Discharge)

60 s
1.56

+ 0.24C

Time-averaged C-Rate
(Discharge)
Max. C-Rate (Discharge)
Average SOC
Max. SOC

−0.17C

+0.75C
28%
5.4%

−0.75C
51.4%
80%

electrochemical storages in power grids in competition to further
technologies and system solutions19 and scaled to the nominal cell
capacity. Figure 1 shows the resulting current profile.
The profile is representative of a summer and a winter day. Rest
durations are excluded for acceleration of the test results, leading to a
profile duration of 15.5 h. As the profile defines the battery current and
features a coulombic efficiency of 100%, the profile can be repeated
permanently. The current profile features several current inversions,
leading to varying cycle depths. It, therefore, supports the model
validation in terms of the influence of the cycle depth on the capacity
loss. Table III gives further parameters of the profile. All parameters
relative to the cell capacity (Charge throughput, average/max. C-Rate,
SOC values) are calculated with the nominal capacity of the cells
(3 Ah).

Table II. Experimental test points of the lifetime study. Superscripts indicate the number of cells per test point. Column Val indicates validation
test points based on dynamic-current application profiles.
Storage

Cycle

SOC
T/◦ C
0
10
15
25
35
45
55

0
X1
X1
X1
X1
X1
X1

12.5
X1
X1
X1
X1
X1
X1

25
X1
X1
X1
X1
X1
X1

37.5
X1
X1
X1
X1
X1
X1

50
X1
X1
X1
X1
X1
X1

CCC-Rate
62.5
X1
X1
X1
X1
X1
X1

75
X1
X1
X1
X1
X1
X1

87.5
X1
X1
X1
X1
X1
X1

100
X1
X1
X1
X1
X1
X1

CC-CVC-Rate

0.25

0.5

1

0.25

0.5

1

X1

X1

X2

X1

X1

X1

X1

X1

X1

X1

X1

X1

X1

X1

X1

X1

X3
X3
X3
X3
X3
X1

X1

X1

X1
X1
X1
X1
X1
X1

Val
X3
X3
X3
X3
X3
X1
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Figure 2. Capacity loss evaluation during storage: a) Influence of storage temperature at S OC = 100%, b) Influence of State of Charge at T = 45◦ C. Trend
lines are fitted for each test condition for visualization.

Regular Reference Performance Tests (RPT) are performed at 25◦ C
to allow for comparison between different test conditions. The first
RPT is performed after one week of testing. The RPT frequency is
increased with increased duration of the testing for cells, which did
show only small changes between RPTs, to up to 6 weeks. As the cells
show a high cycle stability at 25◦ C, with less than 9% of capacity loss
after 2800 full cycles at 1C, the RPTs are expected to not significantly
affect the results.
To accurately determine cell capacity regardless of impedance increases, two full charge-discharge CC-CV cycles are conducted for
measuring the cell capacity (CC rate 1C, current cut-off rate C/50), after an initial CC-CV discharge. For cell impedance, RDC,10 s pulses and
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) tests are conducted,
both at S OC = 50%, after a relaxation time of 1 h and 12 h respectively.
In literature, typical limits for cell end of life (EOL) are a remaining
capacity of 80% to the nominal value, corresponding to 20% of capacity loss,9,20 or an increase in cell impedance of +50% to +100%.9,21
Under such limits for EOL, the experiments reveal capacity loss to be
the primary EOL criterion for all cells under test. E.g.: the test point
CC cycling at ambient temperature of 45◦ C with 1C showed a capacity
loss of 12% but only a moderate increase in the resistance RDC,10 s of
4% after 2800 full equivalent cycles. Similarly, cells reaching 80% of
remaining capacity also did not reach the EOL limit for impedance.
Therefore, the capacity loss is the focus of this work.
For better visualization, the capacity loss in this work is not given
through the value for the actual capacity (Unit: Ah), but normalized
to the original cell capacity in the first RPT before the tests, Q Disch,0 .
The capacity loss of the cell, Q Loss,Exp,i in the RPT numbered i is
then calculated by averaging over two subsequent cycles in the RPT:
Q Disch,i,1 and Q Disch,i,2 . As a reference, the first RPT of the cell before
the tests, Q Disch,0 is used.


Q Loss,Exp,i = Q Disch,0 − Q Disch,i,1 + Q Disch,i,2 /2

[1]

Tests are stopped when cell capacity drops below 80% of original
capacity in the RPT.20,21 As the experimental results did not show a
sudden increase in the rate of degradation, which is often described as
non-linear aging that tends to appear below a cell capacity of 80%,20
the proposed model does not include such changes in the degradation
behavior and is not able to predict them either. The following model
development, parameterization, and validation are thus limited to a

cell capacity above 80% and do not include any mechanism for an
increase in the rate of degradation.
Calendar Aging
The results of the storage experiments and their impact on the
model are briefly discussed, followed by the definition of the calendar
aging model.
Results of storage experiments.—Example results of the capacity
loss during the storage experiments are shown in Figure 2. Data points
represent the measurements taken in the RPT. A trend line is fitted
according to Equation 2 and shown for each test condition for visualization purposes.
Figure 2a shows the influence of temperature through a comparison
of test points for temperatures ranging from 10◦ C to 55◦ C, with a
constant S OC = 100%. Higher temperature leads to a higher rate
of capacity loss. The rate of capacity loss also decreases with time.
Tests at T = 55◦ C were started later and the experiment is still in
progress. Figure 2b shows the influence of the SOC during storage
through a comparison of test points for SOC from 0% to 100%, with
constant temperature T = 45◦ C. Higher SOC is also accompanied by
a higher rate of capacity loss.
The three described trends, decreasing rate of capacity loss over
time (I), the influence of temperature (II) and SOC (III) are in good
accordance with literature and have been previously described in more
detail.5,6,21 The mentioned trends all show a strong influence on the
rate of capacity loss and are thus included in the calendar aging model.
Calendar aging model.—Calendar aging is described with the
loss of cyclable lithium to the growth of the SEI at the anode over
the life of the battery, which can trap lithium permanently.4,22–24 With
increasing thickness and thus capacity loss, the growth decreases due
to self-inhibited slow-down of the reaction. This decrease over time
can be described with square-root dependence on time t, as used in
existing models.25,26 The temperature and SOC dependence of the
calendar aging mechanism is defined through the stress factor kCal ,
which gives:
√
Q L,Cal (t) = kCal (T, S OC) · t
[2]
This equation for the calendar aging capacity loss is fitted to
experimental data for a test with constant temperature and SOC,
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State of charge dependence.—The SOC dependence of the calendar
aging mechanism is often fitted through polynomial6 or exponential
functions5 using the SOC as an input variable. Other approaches include a function fit with the full-cell open circuit voltage as an input
variable.9,21 Although fitting such model equations can provide good
correlations, the models do not consider underlying physical mechanisms. Evaluating the stress factors over the state of charge, as shown
in Figure 4a, leads to plateau regions for SOCs between 37.5% and
62.5%, as well as between 87.5% and 100%. No clear polynomial
nor exponential trend can be identified, motivating a more sophisticated model formulation. Keil et al. attributed the plateau effects to
the graphite electrode (anode) with a link to anode potentials.27
As the growth of SEI on the anode is driven by a potential difference, a model, which is based on a reformulated Tafel equation, is
proposed.
The Tafel equation is:

Figure 3. Arrhenius equation fit for temperature dependence of calendar stress
factor. Data fitted for S OC = 100%.

resulting in a condition-specific degradation stress factor. The trend
lines in Figure 2 are fitted using this equation.
Assuming no correlation between the dependencies of capacity
loss on temperature and SOC as commonly used,6,9,11,25 the stress
factor is calculated with:
kCal (T, S OC) = kCal,Ref · f (T ) · f (S OC)

[3]

The calendar reference stress factor kCal,Ref is defined and fitted
for reference conditions at T = 25◦ C = 298.15 K and S OC = 50%
to a value of kCal,Ref = kCal (T = 298.15 K, S OC = 50%) = 3.694 ·
10−4 h−0.5 .
Temperature dependence.—The temperature dependence of the
calendar aging is modeled through the Arrhenius equation, as proposed by various authors:5,9,11,26



1
−E a,Cal 1
−
kCal (T, S OC = 50%) = kCal,Ref · exp
Rg
T
TRef
[4]
The parameter activation energy E a,Cal , is determined by fitting the
equation to the stress factors at S OC = 100%, resulting in a value of
20592 J/mol. Constant parameters for the equation are the universal
gas constant Rg = 8.314 J/(mol K) and TRef = 298.15 K. Figure 3
shows the comparison of model and experimental data, which indicates reasonable agreement for the fitting approach.

Rg · T
i
[5]
ln
α·z· F
i0
Rearranging, setting z = 1 for lithium-ions, and introducing reference values for current density i and temperature T gives:


α · F · U
[6]
i = i Ref · exp
Rg · TRef
U =

The voltage difference U is calculated from the anode open
circuit potential Ua , which is SOC dependent, and a reference potential
Ua,Ref :




α · F Ua,Ref − Ua (S OC)
[7]
i = i Ref · exp
Rg
TRef
The current density is converted to the stress factor approach with
an additional constant offset k0 :
kCal (T = 25 ◦ C, S OC)





α · F Ua,Ref − Ua (S OC)
+ k0 [8]
= kCal,Ref · exp
Rg
TRef
This constant offset is required for proper fitting results and demands further investigations, as it is not included in the original Tafel
equation.
Values for Ua are taken from Safari et al.28 Reformulation of the
anode stoichiometry dependent data from Safari et al. to a function of
the full-cell SOC is presented in the Appendix. Reference potential
Ua,Ref is set to Ua (S OC = 50%) = 0.123 V. Fitting the equation
parameters at TRef = 298.15 K gives α = 0.384, k0 = 0.142. The

Figure 4. Modeling of State of Charge/anode open circuit potential dependence of calendar stress factor: a) Influence of SOC on stress factors, b) Tafel equation
function fit for anode open circuit potential dependence of calendar stress factor. Data fitted for T = 25◦ C.
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Figure 5. Temperature effect of capacity loss evaluation during CC cycle tests at 1C: a) Experimental capacity loss measurements at low temperatures (0◦ C to
25◦ C), b) Experimental capacity loss measurements at high temperatures (25◦ C to 55◦ C), c) Pure cycle capacity loss at low temperatures (0◦ C to 25◦ C), d) Pure
cycle capacity loss at high temperatures (25◦ C to 55◦ C).

Faraday constant is given with F = 96485 C/mol. Stress factors and
the Tafel equation fit are shown over the anode open circuit potential
in Figure 4b for T = 25◦ C. The coupling of the stress factor with the
anode potential shows good agreement and reflects with high precision
similar values for the stress factors at high SOC values, i.e. at the SOC
of 87.5% and 100%.
In summary, the stress factor due to calendar aging effects, as a
function of temperature and storage SOC is obtained as follows:



1
−E a,Cal 1
−
kCal (T, S OC) = kCal,Ref · exp
Rg
T
TRef





α · F Ua,Ref − Ua (S OC)
+ k0
[9]
· exp
Rg
TRef

Cycle Aging
The results of the cycling experiments and their implications for
the model, separated for their dependence on the temperature, the
current rate as well as on the state of charge, are briefly discussed followed by the cycle model definition.
Results of cycling experiments.—The measured capacity loss in
the cycling experiments also reflects a capacity loss due to calendar
aging, which occurs simultaneously.
Assuming that the calendar aging contributions to the cell aging
follow the same mechanism for cells tested both under storage and

cycling conditions, capacity loss from cycle-induced aging can be
calculated as a superposition term to the calendar aging model outlined
in the previous section.
After subtracting the model-based calendar aging, calculated with
the average temperature measured in the experimental cycle tests –
which is higher than ambient temperature due to the heat produced
by the cells - and at an average S OC = 50%, from the measured
capacity loss, the Pure Cycle capacity loss is obtained:


Q L,Pure Cycle = Q L,Exp − Q L,Cal T = TE x p , S OC = 50%, t = tExp
[10]
This calculation neglects that the calendar aging is correlated nonlinear with temperature and SOC, as well as that the time-averaged
SOC is not exactly 50%. Calculations including the influence of the
varying SOC and temperature in the cycle tests, however, show negligible influence on the model results and increase the efforts for
parametrization significantly. Thus, the simplification based on the
given average conditions is consequently used.
Temperature dependence.—Figure 5 shows the results for the CC
cycle tests at 1C for various ambient temperatures over full equivalent
cycles (FEC) of cycling (1 FEC = 6 Ah throughput). Top figures
show the experimental capacity loss, bottom figures the calculated
pure cycle capacity loss. Low temperatures (25◦ C and lower) are
shown on the left side, high temperatures (25◦ C and higher) on the
right side.
The experimental capacity loss is lowest for T = 25◦ C. Lower as
well as higher temperatures lead to a rise of the capacity loss. The
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Figure 6. Current rate dependence of temperature effects: a) T = 10◦ C, b) T = 55◦ C. Arrows are added for visualization of strong/weak variation at low/high
temperatures.

comparison between the experimental capacity loss and the pure cycle
losses shows that the calendar aging factor that was subtracted has an
increasing impact with increasing temperature. The pure cycle capacity loss has the minimum at T = 35◦ C and increases strongly at lower
temperatures and slightly with higher temperatures. The data underlines the dominance of storage effects at high temperatures and that
of pure cycling effects at lower temperatures. A strong temperature
dependence of the pure cycle capacity loss is also identified.
The capacity loss at low-temperature cycling is often described in
the literature as dominated by transport limitations, possibly lithium
plating.29 Although we here and later in the text refer to transport limitations and lithium plating as possible mechanisms, no degradation
analysis was conducted which could confirm or rebut this theory.
Cycling generally also mechanically disturbs the SEI, leading to
fresh electrode surface area where new SEI can be formed.25 This
cycling-induced SEI growth increases with higher temperature –
which may explain the increasing pure cycle capacity loss with higher
temperatures. Both mechanisms, as well as the SEI growth during storage, reduce the capacity through the consumption of cyclable lithium.
Assuming that these mechanisms both reduce the cyclable lithium in
the battery cell are the dominating mechanisms under the respective
operating conditions, the capacity loss can be modeled as a super-

position of these factors. Further aging mechanisms, e.g., electrode
material degradation, cannot be excluded but are difficult to deduce
from full-cell test results.
Current rate dependence.—Figure 6 shows the pure cycle capacity
loss for the CC cycle tests at current rates of 0.25C, 0.5C, and 1C for
a low-temperature T = 10◦ C (a) and a high temperature T = 55◦ C
(b). At the low temperature, the pure cycle capacity loss increases
with the current rate, whereas at the high temperature the pure cycle
capacity loss is similar for all current rates tested. This indicates a
strong correlation with current rate for the cycle aging mechanism
at low temperatures only and none with mechanisms present at high
temperatures.
This correlation supports the assumptions for the low-temperature
aging mechanism: Capacity losses due to transport limitations, possibly lithium plating, are correlated with a high charge current rate. The
high-temperature aging mechanism, however, shows no correlation
with the current rate.
State of charge dependence.—Figure 7 shows the pure cycle capacity loss for the CC-CV cycle tests at constant current rates of 0.5C
and 1C, for a low temperature T = 0◦ C (a) and a high temperature

Figure 7. Influence of high SOC operation through CV-Phase at end of charge: a) T = 0◦ C, b) T = 55◦ C. Arrows are added for visualization of strong/weak
variation at low/high temperatures.
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their sum (Atot = A1 + A2 ), all fitted to the stress factors calculated
from experimental data.
An increased SEI growth due to mechanical disturbance of the SEI,
which is the assumed, although not proven, high-temperature cycling
capacity loss mechanism, is not known to be specific to the current
direction but with the cycling of the battery in general. It is correlated
in the model with the total charge throughput, during both charging
and discharging, Q Tot . The corresponding stress factor kCyc,High T is
implemented as a temperature dependent term:

[13]
Q L,Cyc,High T = kCyc,High T (T ) · Q Tot

Figure 8. Superposition of two independent temperature dependent cycle aging capacity loss mechanisms for low temperature ( A1 ) and high temperature
(A2 ).

T = 55◦ C (b). Similar to the CC tests at low temperature, the pure
cycle capacity loss increases with the current rate, but not for the
high temperature tests. Comparing the CC and CC-CV tests at low
temperatures, the additional CV charging to a higher SOC leads to a
strong increase of capacity loss, which is even more pronounced at
the higher current rate. At high temperature, no difference between
CC and CC-CV tests is visible due to the kinetics enhancements due
to the Arrhenius-type dependence of reaction rates on temperature.
This again supports the assumptions for the aging mechanisms due
to transport limitations, mentionable the possibility of lithium plating,
which occurs during charging with current rates at increasing/high
state of charge.29 Finally, the aging mechanisms cannot be deduced
definitely from the results and remain to be studied in future work.
Cycle aging model.—Based on the dependencies identified from
the cells subjected to cycle aging, the cycle aging model is proposed.
Three dominant mechanisms are defined:

r
r
r

Fitting the stress factors to reference conditions at TRef = 298.15 K
at 1C cycling gives kCyc,High T,Ref = 1.456 · 10−4 · Ah−0.5 and
kCyc,Low T,Ref = 4.009 · 10−4 · Ah−0.5 . Temperature dependence
is implemented through Arrhenius equation, with E a,Cyc, High T =
32699 J/mol, E a,Cyc,Low T = 55546 J/mol:



−E a,Cyc,High T 1
1
−
kCyc,High T (T ) = kCyc,High T,Ref · exp
Rg
T
TRef
[15]
kCyc,Low T (T, ICh = 1C)



E a,Cyc,Low T 1
1
−
= kCyc,Low T,Ref · exp
Rg
T
TRef

[16]

Current rate dependence.—Current rate dependence for the lowtemperature mechanism is modeled via an exponential correlation
with charge current, nominal cell capacity, and nominal current:
kCyc,Low T (T = 25◦ C, ICh )


ICh − ICh,Ref
= kCyc,Low T,Ref · exp βLow T ·
C0

High Temperature Q L,Cyc,High T
Low Temperature Q L,Cyc,Low T
Low Temperature, High SOC Q L,Cyc,Low T High SOC

Following the previous assumption that all these aging mechanisms
can be evaluated through superposition, the combined calendar and
cycle aging model is proposed:
Q Loss = Q L,Cal + Q L,Cyc

The low-temperature mechanism is implemented similarly, but
with an additional current rate dependence. As the assumed mechanism for lithium loss occurs during charging; so the charge throughput
in charge direction Q Ch is chosen as input. The current rate dependence is also reflected in the model through the charge current ICh for
the stress factor kCyc,Low T :

Q L,Cyc,Low T = kCyc,Low T (T, ICh ) · Q Ch
[14]

[11]

Q Loss = Q L,Cal + Q L,Cyc,High T + Q L,Cyc,Low T + Q L,Cyc,Low T High SOC
[12]
The cycle model does not include Depth of Discharge as an input
variable, which is typically used with cycle counting algorithms and
S-N curves (also known as Wöhler curve) for characterization of the
higher stress of deep discharge cycles, e.g. reported for NMC-C cells
by Schmalstieg et al.9 In fact, for lithium iron phosphate cells, the
correlation of cyclic stress (S) against the cycles to end of life (N) was
reported to be non-logarithmic previously.11
As such, the model proposed herein does not directly relate deeper
cycles to increased capacity fade but calculates additional capacity
loss for cells operating in high SOC regions due to the term attributed
to lithium loss. Higher degradation during deeper cycles observed
in our modeling approach is therefore attributed to the operation at
higher SOC.
Temperature dependence.—The trend for the pure cycle capacity
loss for high and low-temperature effects indicates a square root dependence on the charge throughput (see Figures 5c–5d) and is subsequently discussed. Figure 8 shows the experimental stress factors
and mechanisms for low temperature ( A1 ), high temperature (A2 ), and

[17]

With nominal cell capacity C0 = 3 Ah, reference current ICh,Ref =
3 A, fitting gives βLow T = 2.64 h. In summary, the low temperature
stress factor is calculated as follows:
kCyc,Low T (T, ICh ) = kCyc,Low T,Ref · exp
· exp βLow T ·

E a,Cyc,Low T
Rg

1
T

−

1
TRef

ICh −ICh,Ref
C0

[18]
Figure 9a shows both stress factors correlations over temperature, with various current rates for the low-temperature mechanism.
Figure 9b shows the exponential correlation of current for the lowtemperature stress factor.
State of charge dependence.—The capacity loss attributed to the
additional term for the mechanism at low temperatures at a high state
of charge is calculated from experimental data of the CC-CV tests by
subtraction of the previously developed terms of the calendar model
and the cycle model for low and high temperature:
Q L,Exp,Cycle,High SOC



= Q L,Exp − Q L,Cal T = TExp , S OC = 50%, t = tExp


− Q L,cyc,Low T T = TCh,Exp , ICh = ICh,Exp , Q Ch = Q Ch,Exp


[19]
− Q L,cyc,High T T = TExp , Q Tot = Q Tot,Exp

Charge throughput is factored in linearly, after reviewing the correlation of Q L,Exp,Cycle, High SOC . For the stress factor, additionally to the
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Figure 9. Current rate dependence of cold temperature effects in CC-Tests: a) Stress factor over temperature, b) Exponential correlation of low-temperature
mechanism to charge current at T = 25◦ C.

temperature and charge current dependence, a dependence for the
SOC is implemented. The stress factor is only applied if the SOC lies
above a fixed SOC limit S OCRef , otherwise it set to zero:
Q L,cyc,Low T High SOC = kCyc,Low T High SOC (T, ICh , S OC)·Q Ch

[20]

kCyc,Low T High SOC (T, ICh , S OC)



E a,Cyc,Low T High SOC 1
1
−
= kCyc,Low T High SOC,Ref · exp
Rg
T
TRef


ICh − ICh,Ref
· exp βLow T High SOC ·
C0


sgn (S OC − S OCRef ) + 1
[21]
·
2
Following this condition, only the charge throughput from experimental data which occurs in the tests above the SOC limit is considered
for the fitting. Several cycles at the begin of the cycle tests were analyzed herefore: After disregarding cycles 1 to 3 at beginning of the
cycling experiments due to changing conditions, cycles 4 to 10 were
analyzed. Cell conditions after cycle 10 are similar to the analysis of
these six cycles and are thus excluded from model parameterization
to significantly reduce the efforts for parametrization. Temperature
above the SOC limit is time averaged. The current value is averaged
over the whole CC-CV charge cycle and thus still dominated by the
CC phase. As the current is variable during the CV phase, a charge
throughput weighted-average current was calculated and used for
fitting:
Ī¯ Ch,Exp,S OC≥82% =

i

·

ICh,Exp (t = ti )

Q Ch,Exp (t = ti ) − Q Ch,Exp (t = ti − 1)
Q Ch,Exp

rate values are slightly below their respective constant current test
values due to the lowered rate in the CV phase.

[22]

Results for the conditions (Charge throughput, current, and
temperature) are then implemented during fitting the long-term
tests featuring hundreds of cycles. With the reference stress factor
kCyc,Low T High SOC,Ref = 2.031 · 10−6 Ah−1 (at T = 25◦ C, ICh = 3 A)
fitting Equation 21 with the results from Equation 19 and 22 based
on the CC-CV tests gives E a,Cyc,Low T High SOC = 2.3 · 105 J/mol,
βLow T High SOC = 7.8 h with S OCRef = 82%. Figure 10a shows the
low temperature, high SOC stress factor correlation to temperature
and current. Figure 10b shows the exponential correlation. Current

Model Summary
The proposed model for the calculation of cell capacity loss Q Loss
through addition of the four capacity loss mechanisms is summarized
as follows:
Q Loss (T, S OC, ICh , Q Tot , Q Ch )
= Q L,Cal (T, S OC, t) + Q L,Cyc,High T (T, Q Tot )
+ Q L,Cyc,Low T (T, ICh , Q Ch )
+ Q L,Cyc,Low T High SOC (T, ICh , S OC, Q Ch )

√
= kCal (T, S OC) · t + kCyc,High T (T ) · Q Tot

+ kCyc,Low T (T, ICh ) · Q Ch
+ kCyc,Low T High SOC (T, ICh , S OC) · Q Ch

[23]

For the fitting process of the stress factors, averaged experimental
conditions, e.g. temperature, are calculated to constant values for the
respective test conditions. However, in prospected model applications,
cell conditions are instead variable, e.g. for cell temperature due to
variable heat generation and ambient temperature. Thus, a rate-based
integral approach is used, as proposed by Thomas et al.30 The capacity
loss for every time step with variable conditions is calculated. The
integration variables τ and ϕ are defined, replacing time t and charge
throughput Q respectively:


−1
Q Loss = kCal (T, S OC) · 2τ0.5 dτ

+

+

−1

kCyc,High T (T ) · 2ϕ0.5 dϕTot

−1
kCyc,Low T (T, ICh ) · 2ϕ0.5 dϕCh


+

kCyc,Low T High SOC (T, ICh , S OC) dϕCh

[24]

In conclusion, Table IV summarizes the model parameters and
Figure 11 gives an overview of the stress factor correlations to cell
conditions.
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Figure 10. Current Rate Dependence of High State of Charge Temperature Effects in CC-CV tests: a) Stress factor over temperature, b) Exponential Dependence
of stress factor on charge current at T = 25◦ C.

Model Validation
Validation storage tests.—Figure 12 shows the validation of the
storage tests at sample temperatures of 15◦ C (top) and 45◦ C (bottom). Of these data points, only the test points at S OC = 100% are

previously included in the model parametrization, the remaining data
points can be considered as new to the model.
Model results (lines) and experimental data (marker) are shown
on the left side. For comparison between the model results and the
experimental data, the model error is shown on the right side. The

Figure 11. Overview of model stress factors: a) Calendar stress factor with temperature and State of Charge dependence (Unit: h−0.5 ), b) Cycle stress factor
for low-temperature effects with charge current and temperature dependence (Unit: Ah−0.5 ), c) Cycle stress factor for high-temperature effects with temperature
dependence (Unit: Ah−0.5 ), d) Cycle stress factor for low temperature/high state of charge effects with charge current rate and temperature dependence (Unit:
Ah−1 ). Units for stress factors are not included in z-axis legend but shown in the figure caption for clarity.
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Table IV. Summary of model parameters.
Model Parameter
kCal,Ref
kCyc, High T, Ref
kCyc, Low T, Ref
kCyc,Low T High SOC,Ref
E a,Cal
E a,Cyc, High T
E a,Cyc,Low T
E a,Cyc,Low T High SOC
α
βLow T
βLow T High SOC
TRef
ICh,Ref
Ua,Ref
k0
Ua

Value
3.69 · 10−4

· h−0.5

1.46 · 10−4 · Ah−0.5
4.01 · 10−4 · Ah−0.5
2.03 · 10−6 Ah−1
2.06 · 104 J/mol
3.27 · 104 J/mol
5.55 · 104 J/mol
2.33 · 105 J/mol
3.84 · 10−1
2.64 h
7.84 h
298.15 K
3A
1.23 · 10−1 V
1.42 · 10−1
Ua (S OC)

Note
25◦ C,

T =
S OC = 50%
T = 25◦ C, I = 1C
T = 25◦ C, ICh = 1C
T = 25◦ C, ICh = 1C
S OC = 100%
I = 1C
ICh = 1C
ICh = 1C

S OC = 50%
See Appendix.

model error is calculated as:
Model Errori = QLoss,i − QLoss,Exp,i

[25]

This model error should not be confused with the relative model error,
which is here not shown.
For the lower temperature, the lower capacity loss leads to smaller
errors. At the higher temperatures, approximately twice the capacity
loss occurs during the test period, leading to higher errors. Nonetheless, throughout the test period, the model error remains below 2%.

Validation CC cycle tests.—Figure 13 shows the validation of the
CC cycle tests through the calendar and the cycle aging mechanisms
for high and low temperature, based on various averaged temperatures
and current rates. Six test conditions are shown: Three different current
rates at an ambient temperature of 0◦ C to show the model performance
over the full current range, and three different ambient temperatures
with a current rate of 1C to show the model performance over the full
temperature range. Due to slightly varying cell conditions in the tests,
multiple lines and experimental points are shown for some test points.
For the model error (right), the value is averaged between the cells.
For all cells except 0◦ C cycled at 1C, the model error is below 2%.
The test point at 0◦ C cycled at 1C shows the highest aging gradient
and peaks with a model error of 2.5% for two RPTs. At subsequent
RPTs however, the model error decreases back to less than 1%.
Validation CC-CV cycle tests.—Figure 14 shows the validation of
the CC-CV cycle tests through all aging mechanisms, based on the
analyzed six cycles at various temperatures and current rates. Again,
several test points at the lowest temperature, 0◦ C, show the model
performance for the considered current range. As the test point at 1C
exhibits an increased model error of 2.8% at end of life, an additional
test point with a current rate of 1.7C is tested and evaluated. The test
point at 1.7C, which even exceeds manufacturer specifications for the
charge current, results in a model error of 0.8% at end of life, showing
that the model can give good agreement with experimental data for
high current rates. The two test points for higher temperatures are also
in good agreement at the end of the tests.
Validation application-based dynamic current profile.—Figure
15 shows experimental data and model results for the dynamic current
profile based on an application in a PV-residential battery system, as

Figure 12. Comparison of model and experimental data for storage tests: a) Capacity loss at T = 15◦ C, b) Model error at T = 15◦ C, c) Capacity loss at
T = 45◦ C, d) Model error at T = 45◦ C.
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Figure 13. Comparison of model and experimental data for CC cycle tests: a) Capacity loss, b) Model error.

Figure 14. Comparison of model and experimental data for CC-CV cycle tests: a) Capacity loss, b) Model error.

Figure 15. Comparison of model and experimental data for validation tests with PV-residential battery application profile: a) Capacity loss, b) Model error.
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was presented previously (see Figure 1). Test data for validation is
continued for up to 114 days after the longest parametrization tests to
a total of 348 days.
For T = 10◦ C, 25◦ C, 45◦ C the model shows a slight overprediction of capacity loss, whereas at T = 55◦ C the model shows a
trend towards underprediction. The trend for the overprediction at
T = 10◦ C, 25◦ C, 45◦ C is apparent along the whole test period, but
levels off in the last RPT. The underprediction trend at T = 55◦ C
shows no leveling off. It should be noted though, that at T = 55◦ C
only a single cell is tested. For T = 10◦ C, 25◦ C, 45◦ C, the model
errors are below 1% of the original cell capacity at the end of the test
period. At T = 55◦ C the model error is at ≈1% after ≈200 days. For
the validation tests after 348 days, the relative model error, defined
as (Q Loss,i − Q Loss,Exp,i )/Q Loss,Exp,i , is at the highest value of +21% at
T = 25◦ C.
The validation tests with a test duration of 348 days reached approximately 539 profile repetitions. As one profile repetition is an
accelerated representation of a winter and a summer day (see Section Experimental Methods), this gives accelerated test results for
1078 days or approximately 3 years of operation of the representative
system.
Summarized, the model results are in good agreement with the
tests and validate the model performance in variable current applications, which have not been used for the model parameterization.
Furthermore, the model shows good performance in the additional
timeframe beyond parametrization, as well as at current loads with
varying cycle depths.
Previous constant current cycle tests at 1C showed a minimum for
the capacity loss for a temperature of 25◦ C (see Figure 5). The experimental and model results for the dynamic current profile instead
show a minimum for the capacity loss at 10◦ C for the investigated
conditions and increasing capacity loss with higher temperatures. The
model results give insight that here the calendar aging-induced capacity loss is the dominant mechanism. The overall cycle induced capacity loss is comparably less due to the low average/maximum C-rates
(see Table III). The model, therefore, predicts the trend for the influence of the operating temperature here accurately.

Conclusions
This article presents a comprehensive semi-empirical model approach for the capacity loss of lithium-ion batteries. The approach
is based on a reduced set of internal cell parameters and physically
supported degradation functions. For parameterization, a lifetime test
study with lithium iron phosphate cells is conducted, including storage
and cycle tests.
State of Charge dependence of the calendar aging is implemented
through coupling the anode open circuit potential in a Tafel equation based approach. Temperature dependence of calendar aging is
calculated with Arrhenius equation.
For the cycle aging, the emphasis is placed on the varying degradation at different temperatures. Three cycle aging correlations are identified and correlated to two physical cell internal degradation effects:
Lithium loss due to transport limitations, possibly lithium plating,
during charging at low temperature and increased SEI growth due to
cycling at high temperature. Degradation is separated under different
conditions: High temperature, low temperature, and low temperature
at a high state of charge. Current rate dependence and State of Charge
dependence is implemented where observed. Cycle aging is correlated
with the charge throughput. No direct correlation with the cycle depth
is implemented, but cycle operation at high SOC leads to an increased
capacity loss in the cycle model.
For model validation, a comparison of the simulation results with
the aging model to the experimental data is evaluated. The model
application in a stationary storage real-world scenario based on the
application in a PV-residential battery system is tested via additional
profiles, which have not been used for model parameterization and
feature varying cycle depth. Tests are continued for up to 114 days

beyond the longest parametrization tests to a total duration of 348
days.
Both the parameterization tests, as well as dynamic current tests
exclusively used for validation, are in good agreement with the model
results. At the end of the dynamic current profile validation tests
between 10◦ C and 45◦ C, after 348 days, the model error is below 1%
of the original cell capacity and the maximum relative error for the
capacity loss is below 21%. The optimum temperature for a minimum
of capacity loss is also shown to be accurately predicted.
Outlook
Additional validation tests covering more application scenarios
and/or stronger variation of test conditions, such as a dynamic ambient
temperature or a non-repeating current profile can further support the
assessment of the model performance for real-world applications.
Future work involves the model application in system simulations
of stationary battery storage systems. Here, the model can be used for
lifetime evaluation of various applications.
Through coupling with thermal pack and system models, the thermal management can be evaluated. I.e. the impact of thermal pack
gradients and cooling setups over the system lifetime can be calculated. On the system level, the system temperature or thermal control
strategies can be analyzed and subsequently optimized.
The model can also serve to develop operational strategies for the
energy management system, in order to reduce cell degradation by
avoiding high-stress factor conditions, i.e. high SOC for long storage
durations and high current rates at a high state of charge.
Although the cell impedance was not identified as critical for the
cell end-of-life criteria, the increase can be evaluated towards how it
affects the thermal management and system energy efficiency over the
lifetime.
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Appendix
Data for the open circuit potential of the lithium graphite anode Ua as a function of
the degree of lithiation xa is taken from Safari et al.:28


xa − 0.1958
Ua (xa ) = 0.6379 + 0.5416 · exp(−305.5309 · xa ) + 0.044 tanh −
0.1088




xa + 0.0117
xa − 1.0571
− 0.6875 tanh
− 0.1978 tanh
0.0854
0.0529


xa − 0.5692
[A1]
− 0.0175 tanh
0.0875
Anode stoichiometry xa is calculated as function of the SOC of the full-cell by linearly
interpolating between S OC = 0% and S OC = 100%:
xa (S OC) = xa (S OC = 0%)+S OC ·[xa (S OC = 100%) − xa (S OC = 0%)]

[A2]

The degree of lithiation at S OC = 0%, respectively S OC = 100%, is derived from
fitting the half-cell open circuit potentials of both electrodes in combination with cell
parameters to measured full-cell open circuit potential data.
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Table AI. Cell parameters used for fitting half-cell open circuit potentials to full-cell open circuit potential from experimental data. Experimental
data values refer to existing cell dissection experiments.

Parameter

Anode Li-C
Value

Reference

Cathode LiFePO4
Value

Reference

Stoichiometry x(S OC = 0%)
Stoichiometry x(S OC = 100%)
Max. Concentration Lithium
Surface Area Electrodes
Thickness Active Material
Volume Share Active Material

8.5 · 10−3
7.8 · 10−1
3.14 · 104 mol/m3
1.57 · 10−1 m2
6.01 · 10−5 m
4.86 · 10−1

Fit
Fit
28
Exp.
Exp.
Fit

9.16 · 10−1
4.5 · 10−2
2.28 · 104 mol/m3
1.57 · 10−1 m2
7.90 · 10−5 m
4.55 · 10−1

Fit
Fit
28
Exp.
Exp.
Fit

Figure A1. Open Circuit Potentials: a) Comparison of full-cell open circuit potential reconstructed from half-cell potentials against experimental data, b) Anode
open circuit potential over the full-cell operating range.

Open circuit potential data for the lithium iron phosphate cathode (LiFePO4 ) Uc (xc )
is also taken from Safari et al.:28


Uc (xc ) = 3.4323 − 0.8428 · exp −80.2493 · (1 − xc )1.3198


− 3.2474 · 10−6 · exp 20.2645 · (1 − xc )3.8003


[A3]
+ 3.2482 · 10−6 · exp 20.2646 · (1 − xc )3.7995
The chosen parameters for fitting the half-cell open circuit potential to experimental
full-cell data - measured, fitted or taken from literature - are given in Table AI.
Electrode surface area and active material thickness are chosen from existing experiments based on cell dissection. Stoichiometry and active material volume share values are
fitted to the experimental full-cell open circuit potential, shown in Figure A1a. Figure A1b
shows the corresponding anode open circuit potential over the full-cell state of charge,
calculated with Equations A1 and A2.
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